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The Making of Nok Tiris 
 

 
 

Ever wanted to see how you could build an epic scene in Vue that could be used as concept art for a film? 
Have you struggled with Vue to set up more complex and detailed scenes? Chris Hecker has years of 
experience in intricate scene building and in this turorial he’s going to reveal his workflow. Step by step he 
will reveal a whole set of valuable techniques. 

He’ll be explaining how he built this eye catching artwork scene of “Nok Tiris“, originally created as 
concept art for a short film called “Citizen In The Temple” by Jason Huls.  The artwork shows an 
establishing shot that reveals where most of the story is taking place. It shows the megacity of Nok Tiris 
located on the planet Eolan. The world is pretty much dead and deserted. The fundamentals of the scene 
were created with Vue and refined, detailed and over-painted with Photoshop. 

 
 
 



Into the Distance 
 

VUE Masterclass on scene building 

• Curious on how to create a quick yet breathtaking and detailed scene for VUE? 
• Want to learn a new heightfield tool? 
• Want the chance to get expert advice for outstanding composition? 

Tools used: JSplacement, Vue, DAZ Studio, Photoshop 

JSplacement : explore the tool and create heightfields – fast! 

VUE: Work with heightfields, models, materials, ecosystems, render for post-work. 

DAZ: Efficiently export assets for importing into VUE. 

Photoshop: Explore quick post-work options and exploit hidden detail in your render 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Further Into the Distance 
 

 
Learn how to manage and post-work a city ecosystem with VUE 

• Want to learn how to create a city ecosystem? 
• Want to learn some top tips for rendering a complex scene? 
• Want the chance to get expert advice for outstanding postwork and layer handling with 

Photshop? 

Tools used: Vue, DAZ Studio, Photoshop 

VUE: Work with heightfields, models, materials, ecosystems, render for post-work. Rendering 
recommendations. 

DAZ: Efficiently export assets for importing into VUE. 

Photoshop: Explore quick post-work options and exploit hidden detail in your render 

 
 
 
 
 
 



From Here I can see the Stars 
 

 
 

Composed in Vue and finished in Photoshop, Christian (Tigaer) Hecker goes through the “making of” this 
outstanding science fiction scene “From here I can Almost See The Stars”. It has more of a utopian than 
dystopian feel to this piece. 

It’s a sci-fi city scape, something the Chris specialises in and it was released as part of the renowned 
Luminarium’s artpack “Illuminate IV”. The Luminarium is an art society over at Deviant Art and it’s an 
international group geared to pursue originality and creativity, for digital and traditional artwork. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Beasts Shall Rise 
 

 
 

Composed in Vue and finished in Photoshop, Christian (Tigaer) Hecker goes through the “making of” this 
outstanding fantasy scene “Beasts Shall Rise”. It's loosely based on Game of Thrones and this scene has 
incredible detail. 

Chris specialises in detailed scene making with many elements. He's created a series of these and some of 
his work has been released as part of the renowned Luminarium's artpack. The Luminarium is an art 
society over at Deviant Art and it's an international group geared to pursue originality and creativity, for 
digital and traditional artwork. 

If you're interested in creating scenes in Vue with a cityscape in mind and wondering how to handle a high 
number of objects in the scene efficiently, then you will certainly benefit from this tutorial set. 


